
Current location: Milan.

Next stop: Sweden.

Along the way there will be

all things pretty, green,

handmade. Along the way

there will be toddler giggles,

crazy adventures, too much

crochet and very little sleep.

6/5/2015
3 Comments (http://www.pastaandpatchwork.com/home/review-giveaway-charlie-banana-2-in-1-swim-diaper-training-
pants-with-without-snaps#comments)

REVIEW & GIVEAWAY: Charlie Banana 2-in-1 swim diaper & training pants (with &

without snaps)  (http://www.pastaandpatchwork.com/home/review-giveaway-

charlie-banana-2-in-1-swim-diaper-training-pants-with-without-snaps)

About this time last year, when he was 17 months, we started our toilet-training journey with the Bean. It
involved little other than a simple potty and a very naked little boy. Oh and lots and LOTS of muslins to
wipe up the "misses". Thank goodness we have a stone !oor.

It  was a  very  gradual  one,  this  journey,  one which Lucy  (https://twitter.com/lulasticblog)  over  at  the
Lulastic (http://lulastic.co.uk/) blog coined "stress-free" potty training (in a really great and useful post
(http://lulastic.co.uk/parenting/the-most-gentle-stress-free-potty-training-ever/), by the way!). Stress-free
and ultimately  successful  in  that  the  Bean ditched the  nappies  (http://www.pastaandpatchwork.com
/home/the-ordinary-moments-31-the-end-of-an-era) during the day (and stopped "missing"!) at 2 years
and 3 weeks. 4 months later he decided he didn't want them at night anymore either, and that was that.

Stress-free, certainly, but pretty darn messy. In hindsight, would training pants have helped? We did try
them  once,  a  pack  of  disposable  pull-ups.  I  was  horri"ed  at  them.  The  expense,  the  waste,  the
uselessness of them. They can only hold one wee, and the Bean would  do that one wee. They
didn't help "train" him at all (he didn't get the di#erence between the pull-ups and the ordinary nappies)
and they were horrendously di$cult to remove when he'd done a poo. We didn't even get through the
entire pack before we decided we'd rather go naked. Eventually we persuaded him to wear ordinary
underpants.

In  hindsight  though,  I  wish  we'd  thought  of  trying  some washable  training  pants.  Perhaps  from 20
months onwards, when he became interested in dressing himself and could start to understand the
concept of pulling o# his pants before weeing.

Ones  such  as  the  2-in-1  Swim  Diaper  &  Training  Pants  (http://www.charliebanana.com/2-in-1-Swim-
Diapers-Training-Pants--AhoybrExcept-USA-customers_p_722.html)  that  Charlie  Banana
(http://www.charliebanana.com)  sent  us  recently.  We  were  big  fans  of  their  washable  nappies
(http://www.pastaandpatchwork.com/home/crackers-for-cloth-iv-reusable-nappy-comparison-rating) and
even  though  our  toilet-training  journey  is  done,  I  still  happily  accepted  them:  they  double  up  as
bomb-proof  swim pants!  Until  I  know I  can trust  him 100% in the pool,  these will  be our pool  bag
must-have.

We  were  sent  two  types  to  try:  the  "Ahoy  (http://www.charliebanana.com/2-in-1-Swim-Diapers-
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Hello! I'm Eline, a globetrotting

mama to a little boy.

Welcome to my home away

from home.

Would you like my badge?
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Read more:

Training-Pants--AhoybrExcept-USA-customers_p_722.html)"  print  without  snaps  (left)  and  the
"Blackbeary  (http://www.charliebanana.com/Extraordinary-Training-Pants-with-Snaps--
BlackBeary-brUSA-customers-only_p_802.html)" print with snaps (right). Don't they look funky? Read
on to "nd out how we got on with them. And if you want to win a pair of Ahoy 2-in-1 swim & training
pants, plus a lovely waterproof tote bag to carry it in, scroll all the way down to the bottom of the
post!

REVIEW:
2-in-1 Swim Diaper & Training Pants by Charlie Banana

DESIGN

Both the non-snap and snap version of this washable 2-in-1 swim/training diaper is well-designed. The
elasticated waist and gusset ensure a snug "t to help contain any messes. The outer lining is waterproof,
while the inner lining is made of a soft, organic cotton that is kind to the skin.

(http://www.pastaandpat
chwork.com

/patterns.html)

(http://pastaandpatchwor
k.weebly.com
/projects.html)

(http://pastaandpatchwor
k.weebly.com
/recipes.html)
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Archives

Both versions have an absorbent panel sewn into the middle, capable of coping with one wee before you
need to change it.

The 2-in-1 Swim Diaper & Training Pants with Snaps is the newer version. Each side has two snaps,
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reviews.html)
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designed to make it easier to remove the pants in case of "solid accidents"...

COMFORT & FIT

Both versions are very easy for a toddler to pull on and o# by themselves, and once on they are snug and
comfortable.  I  was concerned about the elasticated waist  and gusset leaving pressure marks after a
while, but this wasn't the case at all. They allow a complete range of movement, whether as training
pants... [ENTER TRUSTY SABOTAGER-SORRY-ASSISTANT]
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The perfect antidote to a 

crappy day: puddle 

jumping, then ice cream half 

an hour before dinner 

time.… 
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... or swim pants (please forgive the graininess of the underwater photos - my friend kindly lent me both
her child and underwater camera for this review, but it turns out photographing two wriggly boys is really
hard!).
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(http://www.mooglyblog.
com/category/hookin-

on-hump-day/)

The sizing is a little o#, in my opinion. I opted for the large size in both versions, which is meant to cover
a weight range of 9 to 12 kg (21 to 27 lbs). As you can see from the picture below, however, the version
without snaps comes up slightly larger.

This wasn't an issue for us - we put the Blackbeary with the snaps on our skinny Bean, and gave the Ahoy
without snaps to my friend's slightly chunkier boy! So in the end everyone was happy. If you're looking to
buy a pair, however, my advice would be to size up for the version with snaps and to size down for
the version without snaps if you're in doubt (you can of course also check the Charlie Banana website
(https://www.charliebanana.com/Size-Charts_ep_49-1.html) for a size chart).

PERFORMANCE

The waterproof outer lining means that the wee stays in the pants, whether you're underwater or not
(nice to know if you're sharing pool water!). On the day we went swimming the Bean remembered to go
to the toilet, but if he had done a wee it would have been a small matter to take them o# and rinse them
under a cold tap (you can then wash them at 40° C).

Although neither child obliged by doing a pooh-nami in the pool, given the snug "t I have no doubt that
these swim/training pants would have contained them! I was, in any case, quite grateful for the snaps on
the Bean's pants - when we were done swimming he was tired, grumpy and cold and I needed to whip
them o# fast.

LOOKS

We all really liked both the prints. And if you don't, Charlie Banana have 3 more to choose from in the
version with snaps, and 36 more in the version without snaps!

On the bum they look pu$er than underpants but slimmer than an ordinary nappy, which is what you'd
expect from a swim nappy or training pants.

(http://www.ravelry.com
/designers/eline-alcocer)
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PRICE

Last but not least, what do these lovelies cost? The 2-in-1 Swim Diaper & Training Pants (no snaps) is
currently  available in  the UK for  around £8.50.  The version with snaps will  be available later  in  the
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summer for more or less the same price (it's currently only available in the USA). I think this is fair for the
quality and longevity of the garment.

Charlie Banana recommend you have at least 4 per day while potty-training, meaning an up-front cost of
at least £34 if you were to wash daily (they do dry very fast). That's quite a lot, especially compared to the
price of disposable pull-ups. However, do bear in mind these can be used for more than one child. If you
don't have any more children of your own, they also have an excellent re-sell value. If you're in the UK I
can't  recommend  this  pre-loved  cloth  nappy  group  on  facebook  (https://www.facebook.com/groups
/256920634329397/) enough.

SO... WOULD I RECOMMEND THEM?

Yes, de"nitely. They are versatile, comfortable and look great. They are also a much more ecological
option that disposable training pants, as they wash at 40° C, can be handed down and obviously don't
create enormous amounts of land"ll!  By opting for Charlie Banana training pants you would also be
helping to support  two charities,  Operation Smile  (http://www.operationsmile.org/)  and Project  Child
Save (http://www.projectchildsave.com/).

Would you like to win a pair of Charlie Banana2-in-1 Swim Diaper & Training Pants, as well as a waterproof
tote bag to carry it in? Just enter using the Ra!ecopter thingummy-jig below! The giveaway is open worldwide. A

winner will be drawn at random once the giveaway has closed and noti"ed via email. The prize will be sent
directly by Charlie Banana.
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Training Mummy (http://trainingmummy.com) 6/9/2015

Reply

samantha hawkins 6/10/2015

Reply

Yuliya Ovcharova 6/10/2015

Reply

Awww these look great and what a fab idea of making them swimmers and trainers. Love!

great design and just love the stylish patterns x

Big fan of Charlie :D
I have "Blackbeary" nappy and it's one of my favorite

powered by Rafflecopter

2 -in-1 Swim Diaper &
Training Pants + tote

bag by Charlie
Banana

This contest is no longer accepting entries.

IT'S
OVER!

3 Comments (http://www.pastaandpatchwork.com/home/review-giveaway-charlie-banana-2-in-1-swim-diaper-training-
pants-with-without-snaps#comments)

Disclosure: I was sent two pairs of 2-in-1 Swim Diaper & Training Pants for the purpose of this review. All words
and opinions are genuine and my own.

 (http://www.goingonanadventure.co.uk/)
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